This publication combines a 160-item bibliography of Canadian-published articles on higher education and a "Canadian Journal of Higher Education" research article index for 1971-1999. The index is arranged alphabetically by major area as follows: adult and continuing education; community colleges (college-university relationships, history and development, organization and governance, programs, staff, students); curriculum (arts and sciences, evaluation and development, interdisciplinary, language and literacy, prison-based programs, professional education, skill development); distance education; economics; employment; equity, financing (institutional, provincial, public policy, students); government; graduate studies; history, public policy, and the Canadian system; international; management and leadership (academic governance and decision-making, deans, department heads, evaluation and reviews, professional development of administrators, staffing); multiculturalism and cultural diversity; planning and futures (goals/goal setting, institutional planning, program evaluation, statistics and data, system planning); policing; professional education; professorate (characteristics and profiles/employment, collective bargaining/faculty unionization, part-time faculty and teaching assistants, role and functions/professional life, staff development); psychology; research (private sector collaboration, public policy, research administration and development, research grants); scholarly publishing; sociology; students (access and participation, gender, grading and evaluation, graduates, immigrant and minority students, part-time students, retention and attrition, rights and equity, student attitudes and behavior, the undergraduate experience, transition to work); teaching and learning (andragogy, instructional development, instructor and course evaluation, library use, prior learning assessment and recognition, self-directed study, student development and attainment, student evaluation and examinations, teaching and learning technologies, teaching and research, teaching assistants, the management of teaching). (CH)
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Introduction

Bibliography on Higher Education in Canada

This bibliography represents an initial attempt to compile a comprehensive list of publications dealing with postsecondary education in Canada. Inclusion has been limited to books and/or major reports of substance. While there has been no limitation on the period of production, items published prior to 1970 have been included only if recommended as seminal or of significant influence.

The list has been compiled on the collective advice of about 40 individuals chosen from the membership of the Canadian Society for the Study of Higher Education. In subsequent years the number of individuals from whom advice will be sought is to be expanded considerably.

Readers are strongly urged to forward additions to the bibliography and to comment upon the quality of items in the current list. The author fully anticipates that many important works have not been included and that some in the present list may not qualify under the criteria used.

John D. Dennison
The University of British Columbia
HIGHER EDUCATION IN CANADA
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

May 1996
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Hare, Kenneth. (1968). *On university freedom in the Canadian context*. Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES
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- **History and development**
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Levin, John S. *The paradox of the presidency: The difference a president makes in institutional functioning at three community colleges.* XXII:3 (1992), pp. 28–45.
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**INTERNATIONAL**
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• Access and participation
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• Part-time students


• Retention and attrition


Stewart, Miriam J. *Attrition from health professional schools in a Canadian university.* XX:3 (1990), pp. 43–63.


- **Rights and equity**


- **Student attitudes and behaviour**


**The undergraduate experience**


Gomme, Ian, Hall, Mary P, & Murphy, Terry J. *In the Shadow of the Tower: The view of the undergraduate experience*. XXIII:3 (1993), pp. 18–35.
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**TEACHING & LEARNING**

**Andragogy**


**Instructional development**
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- Library use
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• Self-directed study


• Student development and attainment


• Student evaluation and examinations


**Teaching and learning technologies**


**Teaching and research**


**Teaching assistants**


**The management of teaching**
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